Coronary or thoracic artery calcium score in provoked and unprovoked pulmonary embolism: a case-control study.
Essentials Patients with unprovoked pulmonary embolism (PE) are at increased risk of arterial thromboembolism. Coronary and thoracic aorta calcium were evaluated in patients with and without (unprovoked) PE. No association was found between (unprovoked) PE and coronary or aortic calcification. Assessment of both calcium scores on computed tomography pulmonary angiography was highly reproducible. Objective To evaluate the potential association between (unprovoked) pulmonary embolism (PE) and the presence and extent of coronary artery calcium (CAC) and thoracic aorta calcium (TAC). Methods CAC and TAC derived from computed tomography pulmonary angiography of 100 patients with PE were compared to that of 100 patients in whom PE was ruled out. Results Intraobserver and interobserver agreements for both TAC and CAC were excellent (intraclass correlation > 0.95 for both). In patients with PE vs. patients without PE, no significant differences were found in the presence of CAC or TAC (CAC 64% vs. 67%, odds ratio [OR] 1.0, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.67-1.6; TAC 46% vs. 59%, OR 1.2, 95% CI 0.80-2.1). Mean CAC and TAC scores were significantly lower in patients with PE than in patients without PE (CAC 3.4 vs. 4.9, absolute difference 1.5, 95% CI 0.2-2.8; TAC 1.1 vs. 1.8, absolute difference 0.9, 95% CI 0.2-1.2). No significant differences were found in the presence of CAC or TAC or in mean CAC and TAC scores between patients with unprovoked PE vs. patients with provoked PE, or between patients with unprovoked PE vs. no PE. Conclusion No significant differences were found between the extent of CAC and TAC in patients with unprovoked PE compared to those with provoked PE or without PE. The observed difference in the extend of CAC and TAC between patients with and without PE was dependent on prevalent cardiovascular risk factors.